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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES COURSES OFFERED | SUMMER SESSIONS 2016

SUMMER SESSION 1
June 20 – July 29
ESP 111  Marine Environ Issues
ESP 161  Environmental Law*
ESP 179  Env Impact Assessment*

SUMMER SESSION 2
August 1 – September 9
ESP 100  General Ecology*
ESP 111  Marine Environ Issues
ESP 150A  Phys & Chem Oceanography
ESP 150C  Biological Oceanography
ESP 152  Coastal Oceanography

SPECIAL SESSION
EBS 147  Water Mgt Tahoe Basin
ESP 101  Ecology, Nature, Society
ESP 155L  Wetland Ecology Lab
ESP 173  Land Use & Growth Control
ETX 110  Toxic Tragedies
HYD 147  Water Mgt Tahoe Basin

Courses listed with * are guaranteed to take place, others are subject to change or cancellation.
Check SISWEB for updated course lists.
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